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Abstract: How to test the effect of density estimation methods is the key problem in the statistics. This paper presents a new criterion
for assessing the effect of density estimation to select the suitable density estimation method, using the maximum-entropy non-Gaussian
measurement. Comparing withχ2-test andDn-test, the method avoids the problem of the data interval division, and it is suitable for
any type probability distribution. Simulation results show that the proposed method can accurately discriminate the pros and cons of
different density estimation methods..
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1 Introduction

Probability density function estimation is the key problem
in the statistical learning, and we can solve almost all the
problem based on the density function [1,2,3,4]. Many
density estimation methods have been proposed. The
common approach for density estimation is the parametric
approach [5,6], such as maximum likelihood, Bayesian
techniques, etc. The other one is the nonparametric
approach [7,8], such as the kernel density estimator, the
k-nearest neighbor technique and the neural networks,
etc. Each method has its own merits and demerits for the
different data sets. However, for the practical data, which
kind of density estimation method is more effective? In
other words, for the same data sets, which is the closest to
the real one in the estimated density functions using the
different density estimation methods?

At present, conventional hypothesis testing methods
are divided into two categories9. The first one is the
parametric test, which mainly is used to test the unknown
parameters in the case that the distribution function form
is known. However, it is difficult to know the distribution
function form of a data set. The other one is the
non-parametric test,such asχ2-test and Dn-test, etc.
However, the interval division is needed forχ2-test, and
Dn-test can only deal with the continuous distribution

data set [9].Moreover, above methods only can be applied
to verify whether a certain density estimation function
⌢

f (x) is suitable to the sampler data, and can’t discriminate
which is the better one between the density estimation

functions
⌢

f 1(x) and
⌢

f 2(x) .
In this paper, using the maximum-entropy

non-Gaussian measurement10, we present a criterion for
assessing the effect of density estimation methods, which
can be applied to select the suitable density estimation
method. Simulation results show that the method can
compare different density estimation methods effectively
and is suitable to any density distribution form data set.

2 The Test of Density Estimation Methods

2.1 Description of the Problem

Let X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xn}denote a set of random sample.
The underlying density isy = f (x), and the distribution
function is F(x) =

∫ x
−∞ f (t)dt. Let and be the density

functions which were estimated using the different
density estimation methods. We need to discriminate

which is near tof (x) between
⌢

f 1(x) and
⌢

f 2(x) ?
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It is known that the distribution functionu = F(x) of a
one-dimensional variable x is uniform in [0, 1][11,12].
We assumeX = {x1,x2, · · · ,xn} is a set of random sample
with the distribution function X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xn} ,
thereforeui = F(xi),(i = 1,2, · · · ,n) can be seen as the
sample from the uniform distribution in [0, 1]. Without
loss of generality, we assume the pointsxi are sorted in
ascending order. Taking into accountxi is monotonically
increasing, we haveu1 ≤ u2 ≤ ·· · ≤ un. When n is
sufficiently large,ui should be evenly spread in [0, 1]. Let
⌢

f (x) and
⌢

f (x) are the estimated density function and
distribution function of the data setsX respectively. It is

evidently that ⌢ui =
⌢

F(xi) should be more uniform

scattered in [0, 1] if
⌢

f (x) is closer tof (x).This means the

degree of
⌢

f (x) approximation tof (x) can be measured by

the uniformity of⌢ui =
⌢

F(xi) . In the following, based on
the non-Gaussian measurement, we give a method to

assess the uniformity of⌢ui =
⌢

F(xi) .
In fact, according to the random number generator

principle,⌢ui =
⌢

F(xi)(i = 1,2, · · · ,n) can generaten points
⌢y i, which satisfies the standard Gaussian distribution. And
the relationship of⌢ui and⌢y i can be written as follows

⌢y i = Φ−1(
⌢ui) (1)

whereu=Φ(y) denotes the standard Gaussian distribution
function andy = Φ−1(u) is its inverse operation

Obviously, if⌢y i = Φ−1(
⌢ui) is more close to Gaussian

distribution, ui is more uniform in [0, 1]. Thereby, the

degree of
⌢

f (x) approximation tof (x) can be measured
using the Gaussian degree of⌢y i = Φ−1(

⌢ui)
approximation to the Gaussian distribution, that’s to say,
the gaussianity of⌢y i = Φ−1(

⌢ui).

2.2 The Gaussianity Measurement of
One-Dimensional Random Variable

The gaussianity of a one-dimensional random variable
can be measured by the maximum-entropy non-Gaussian
measurement which is presented by Hyvarinen A10. It
can be writen as follows

J(y) = [E{G(y)}−E{G(v)}]2 (2)

Wherev ∼ N(0,1) is the standard Gaussian variable, and
y is the random variable with the zero mean and unit
variance, andG is a non-quadratic function 10. Evidently,
if y is closer to the Gaussian distribution,J(y) is smaller.

2.3 The Method Steps

Based on the above discussion, the main step is
summarized as follows.

Step1. Let
⌢

f j(x),( j = 1,2, · · · ,m) is the estimated
density function using the jth density estimation method,

and
⌢

F j(x) is the distrib ution function correspondingly.

Step2. Compute⌢u j(xi) =
⌢

F j(xi)(i = 1,2, · · · ,n) using the
following formula.

⌢u j(xi) =
⌢

F j(xi)(i = 1,2, · · · ,n) (3)

Step3. Generate the random sampley j
i which satisfies the

standard Gaussian distribution according to
⌢u j(xi)(i = 1,2, · · · ,n)(see Eq.(2)).

y j
i = Φ−1(

⌢u j(xi)) (4)

Step4. Compute the non-Gaussian measurementJ(y j)
using Eq. (1).
Step5. Identify the suitable density estimation method

using the following rule.

j = max
j=1,2,··· ,m

{

J(y j)
}

(5)

3 Simulations

In order to evaluate the performance of the density
estimation methods based on non-Gaussian measurement,
two data setsX1 and X2 are generated using the
Pseudo-random number generator.X1 satisfies the
Gaussian distributionN(2,2), andX2 uniform distribution
(see Eq.(5)). Then, we estimate the density function of the
above data sets using the parametric approach (Gaussian
model) and the non-parametric approach (Parzen
windows)[13]. Finally, we test the above density
estimation functions for evaluating the performance of the
proposed algorithm, using the method based on
non-Gaussian measurement.

f (x) =







1, −2.5< x <−2
0.25, 0< x < 2
0, other

(6)

The density estimation effect of Gaussian model and
Parzen window method are shown in figure 1. Where the
solid curve “−” denotes the probability density of the
dates, and the long dash“−− ” is the estimated one by
Gaussian model, and the short dash“. . .” is the estimated
one by Parzen window method. That shown in the table 1
is the non-Gaussian measurement and the mean square
error of the true and estimated density function of
Gaussian model and Parzen window method. Here, the
formula of the mean square error can be obtained as

error =
1
n ∑

x∈X

∣

∣

∣

⌢

f (x)− f (x)
∣

∣

∣

2
(7)

Wheref (x) and
⌢

f (x) are the true and estimated density
functions, respectively; andn is the number ofx.
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As can be seen from Fig 1 and Table 1, first, for the
data X1 , the estimated density function can be better
fitted to the true one using both Gaussian model and
Parzen window method. Especially, the density curve of
Gaussian model is more smooth and more close to the
true distribution. The non-Gaussian measurements of
them are almost close to zero. It means that the
non-Gaussian measurement can discriminate the density
estimation effect. Then, for the dataX2 whose distribution
is the mixed uniform distribution, in comparison with
Gaussian model, the result of Parzen window method is
more close to the true density function. Correspondingly,
the non-Gaussian measurement of Parzen window
method is less than that of the Gaussian model. Lastly, it
can be seen that the estimation effect ofX1 is superior to
the estimation function ofX2 for the Gaussian model and
Parzen window method.Similarly, the mean square error
and the non-Gaussian measurement inX1 is less than that
in X2.
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(a) The Gaussian dataX1
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(b) The uniform dataX2

Fig. 1: The density estimation effect

Table 1: Test of the density estimation effects

The non-Gaussian measurementsthe mean square error
Gaussian
model

Parzen window Gaussian
model

Parzen
window

X1 5.97 ∗
10−10

6.41∗10−5 4.21 ∗
10−5

3.97 ∗
10−4

X2 0.007 0.0017 0.377 0.124

4 Conclusion

Based on the maximum-entropy non-Gaussian
measurement, a criterion is presented for assessing the
effect of density estimation methods. Comparing with the
classical hypothesis testing methods, this method needs
not divide the interval of the data set, and it is suitable to
any density distribution form. The simulation results of
two data sets show that the method is effective

Finally, the presented method in the paper is only
suitable to one-dimensional density estimation. Further
investigation is still needed for high dimensional density
estimation.
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